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Grammy-nominated Zydeco innovator Corey Ledet is a world traveler, having performed in 15 countries. He's
done numerous tours across North America, including countless festivals, private parties, major company
corporate events, and weddings. In 2012, he was nominated for a Grammy Award for his "Nothin' But the
Best" album, which is available on all digital distribution stores.
Having studied his Creole culture and music thoroughly, Corey's versatile and traditional sound guarantees to
please and rock any audience. Corey remains true to his roots. He keeps one foot firmly in the tradition
while exploring surrounding influences in order to create the "Best of Both Worlds." He is able to infuse old
and new styles of Zydeco and blues into his own unique sound.
Backed by full band or playing a solo gathering, you as a listener will always be highly entertained. He finds
joy in giving his audience a true dance/music experience, so come and enjoy the music tied to tradition

What critics are saying about Corey Ledetʼs album, STANDING ON FAITH:
“Ledet keeps one foot in the tradition of
Chenier and Stanley ʻBuckwheatʼ Dural
while still exploring new styles of Zydeco.”
(Richard Ludmerer/Making A Scene)

“This is a musician who has the potential
to break out and take Zydeco music to
levels not seen since the passing of ʻThe
King of Zydeco,ʼ Clifton Chenier. ”
(Bob Gottlieb/No Depression)

Discography
3 Years 2 Late (2004)
Goin' Down to Louisiana (2006)
Don't Shut Me Out (2007)
A Matter of Time (2009)
Do You Want More? (2010)

Nothin' But The Best (2012) 55th Annual Grammy Nominee
Live at 2013 New Orleans Jazz & Heritage Festival (2013)
Destiny (2013)
Standing on Faith (2017)
Accordion Dragon (2018)

“Corey Ledet merges pop, funk, R&B, gospel,
reggae and zydeco for a sound that is totally
today, aimed at a younger generation, upbeat,
completely danceable and yet, somehow tied to
his roots in such a way that the blues related
aspects are not completely lost on the shuffle…
His blending of musical styles feels like a natural
progression… I hear talk about growing in the
blues. This album has done a great service to the
music…be it zydeco, blues, funk, R&B, gospel or
pop. Finally, someone has figured it out. This is
well worth a good listen.”
(Bill Wilson/Reflections In Blue)
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